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Balsa Wood Vertical Lift Bridge
By

Emeri Wilson

ABSTRACT

How can college students demonstrate the cumulative knowledge and skills acquired
during their time in the Mechanical Engineering and Technologies program at Central
Washington University? Students were asked to complete a senior project to display their
skills, in this case a Balsa Wood Bridge was selected to highlight the student's capabilities.
The ability to design, manufacture and test the Balsa Wood Bridge draws from competency
in Strength of Materials, and Statics, specifically, truss analysis. This along with experience
in computer modelling programs such as Solidworks and MDsolids, and manufacturing
experience in the CWU Woods lab led to the completion of the Balsa Wood Bridge. Some of
the bridge building processes included visual inspection of the balsa wood, measuring,
cutting, and sanding the balsa wood before fastening it together with wood glue. The
resulting Balsa Wood Bridge meets several design requirements that were previously
decided upon by the project white paper. The bridge can successfully support a load of
20kg while traversing a span of 400mm. The bridge also can articulate vertically 200mm
with the use of a modified fishing reel where less than 5g of force is exerted. The total
weight of the bridge is less than the limit of 85g, weighing only 79g. The design,
manufacturing, and testing of the Balsa Wood Bridge senior project successfully highlights
the students' abilities that were cultivated through the MET program at CWU.
Keywords: Truss Analysis, Strength of Materials, Statics, Balsa Wood, Articulate, Bridge.
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a. Description

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this project is to engineer and design an articulating balsa wood bridge that spans a
gap of 400mm and is capable of elevating 140mm so that a figurative ship could pass beneath
it. The design process will showcase the student’s ability to design, engineer, and manufacture
a product using concepts learned at Central Washington University (CWU). This process will
span the entirety of senior year and will be broken into three segments. Design in the Fall,
manufacturing in Winter, and testing in Spring. The student will make use of the facilities at
CWU to manufacture and test the bridge and is expected to spend no more than $100 out of
pocket.

b. Motivation

This project was motivated by a need for a device that would span 400mm and articulate
140mm and be created using cumulative engineering skills obtained through Central
Washington University’s MET program.

c. Function Statement

This design must hold a set load and support all bridge members as well as have a movable
bridge deck that will allow a figurative ship to pass beneath it.

d. Requirements

The balsa wood bridge design will be critiqued on several requirements. It is the student’s job
to design a functional bridge that meets all the requirements, showcasing the engineering skills
they have learned over the time spent at CWU.
1. The balsa wood bridge must span 400mm while supporting 18.9kg and deflect less than
25mm from horizontal.
2. The total weight of the bridge must not exceed 85 grams (not including articulating
parts).
3. The bridge road deck shall be free of obstructions such that a 32mmx20mm block can
pass over the length of the road deck at a constant rate.
4. The bridge must raise mechanically 140mm above the horizontal with a deflection less
than 25mm.
5. The bridge must remain raised 140mm for 10 seconds without intervention.
6. The bridge will only be constructed of balsa wood and wood glue.

e. Engineering Merit

To complete the designing and construction of the balsa wood bridge project multiple
engineering methods will be used. Before assembly, the bridge will be fully designed on paper,
and the appropriate forces and stresses calculated mathematically to find suitable dimensions
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and other design aspects. After the bridge is fully developed on paper, physical construction will
begin. Steps will be implemented that were used in machine and manufacturing classes to
ensure the bridge dimensions have tight tolerances and that the finished product is as close as
possible to the design. The Analyses will focus on methods used in Strengths of Materials and
Mechanical Design to solve support reactions and maximum forces exerted on the bridge
members. Once constructed the bridge will e tested on the project criteria using methods
testing methods and processes learned at CWU.

f. Scope of Effort

This project will cost no more than $100 dollars and take no more than 100 hours to complete
and will include the entirety of the bridge, design, and construction. The process will be
completed using the expertise of professors and facilities provided at CWU

g. Success Criteria

The success of this design will be evaluated on whether the bridge can span the expanse and
articulate to allow a figurative ship to pass beneath it as well as meeting the other
requirements listed above.

2. DESIGN & ANALYSIS

a. Approach: Proposed Solution

The proposed solution for the articulating balsa bridge is to use a vertical lift bridge design. This
design plan was determined after using a decision matrix, see below, to rate three designs. The
other two designs that were rated were a draw bridge design and a modified vertical lift design.
The motivation for the vertical lift design was brought on by exposure of a vertical lift bridge on
a daily commute.
Figure 1- Decision matrix

b. Design Description

The first design of the balsa wood bridge is inspired by a vertical lift bridge. The design involves
a bridge deck which can move vertically due to cables fastened to the trusses on the deck.
7

These cables are drawn up by a pully that is mounted to a tower on both sides of the bridge.
The towers have support legs that the bridge deck is underneath of, to add stability. See figure
2 below.
Figure 2-Initial Design

c. Benchmark

A need for a small balsa wood bridge could be used in the real world to demonstrate
and test a replica of a real bridge to be constructed. Since this balsa wood bridge is not tied to a
real-world bridge, there will be some more design freedoms in this design and construction.

d. Performance Predictions

It is expected that the bridge will meet all the set requirements. The bridge will be able
to span a horizontal gap of 400mm and support a load of 20kg without fracture. The
calculations to prove the bridges integrity can be found in a series of analyses in appendix A.

e. Description of Analysis

This analysis will include finding force values that will be distributed on the bridge’s deck
when the load is applied. These calculations will be done by creating free body diagrams and
solving for the forces on the different beam members. It will be assumed that the bridge is in
equilibrium. The maximum forces that the bridge will experience will be calculated, and the
bridges’ ability to withstand the forces will be evaluated. Other analyses will also be done to
choose the best design shape as well as test the integrity of the string and glue that will be used
in the manufacturing process.
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f. Scope of Testing and Evaluation

The bridge will be tested by attaching a hanging load of 20kg in the center of the bridge.
The bridge will be judged on if it stays rigid and does not collapse across the 400mm gap.

g. Analysis

Analysis 1
For Analysis 1, see appendix A-1, the 20kg load requirement was addressed. Some forces
were calculated on the bridge members using an online bridge truss calculator to help determine
if the current bridge dimensions would result in the bridge supporting the 20kg load. Properties
for American balsa wood were also researched using matweb.com. After analysis 1, it is
determined that the bridge will fail at 20kg due to the chosen design, and the design needs to be
reworked to find a design that fits the requirements.
Analysis 2
Using a truss program in MDsolids, the forces and stresses on the bridge’s main span
were calculated to see if the bridge would satisfy the 20kg load requirement while using the
assumed dimensions from the initial bridge design. This was a useful way to double check the
hand calculations previously made. According to hand calculations, and the calculations done by
MDsolids, a force of 98N was found to be on supports B and D (see Appendix A-2) through the
creation of a free body diagram and summation of forces. These calculations do not consider that
the bridge is 3D, therefore, since the bridge has another symmetrical half in the z-direction, it can
be assumed that the actual exerted force will be half the calculated force. This calculates to 49N,
a reasonable value for the member to support. See hand calculations and program calculations in
appendix A-2. This Analysis proves the bridges design is sound and allows the design process to
move forward.
Analysis 3
The focus of this analysis was to ensure that the bridge design could support the 20kg
load requirement. The analysis includes breaking the bridge into sections to perform the method
of sections to solve for support reactions. Using equations of equilibrium, it was calculated that
each support had a reaction of 98N in the positive Y direction. This is further confirmed by the
MDSolids analysis. See figure 5 in appendix A-3 for green sheet calculations. It was found that
the assumed member length of 5cm between joints satisfied the requirement for the bridge. This
resulted in the drawing of the 400mm support member in solid works, see figure in appendix B1.
Analysis 4
The design requirement addressed in this analysis was still the 20kg weight requirement.
In the previous analysis it was determined that there will be support reactions of 98N, this value
will be split in half to account for the bridge being 3 dimensional, while the 98N value is for a
two-dimensional truss analysis. Using a reaction force of 46N, and a truss length of 5cm, the
modulus of rupture was calculated for this lab. This calculated value turned out to be 120kPa,
while the maximum modulus of rupture American Balsa wood can withstand is 21.6GPa. This
results in the design parameter of 5cm in between truss’s to be valid and satisfy the support
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requirement of 20kg. See hand calculations in appendix A-4. Since the 5cm member was proven
to be valid, a solid works drawing was crated of the part, see Appendix B-2.
Analysis 5
The design requirement that was studied in this analysis was the ability to support the
20kg load specifically in the 45-degree truss members with a length of 70.7mm. It was found
through summing the forces in the Y-direction that the 45-degree trusses would experience a
force of 68N and that they would be in tension. This is an acceptable loading value for this
material and proves that the design parameter of the 70.7mm truss at 45-degrees is a suitable
member in the bridge. This Analysis resulted in the drawing of this truss member, located
Appendix B-3. See hand calculations in appendix A-5.
Analysis 6
Still basing off the 20kg load requirement, this analysis was focused on the 50mm
members spanning horizontally in the bridge. For this analysis using trigonometry, it was found
that the 50mm members would be subject to a force of 96N. The 50mm members on the bottom
of the bridge would experience that force in compression, while the members on top of the
bridge would experience it in tension. Both were found to be suitable loads for the given
members, proving that the 50mm truss satisfies the load requirements. Due to this analysis, a
drawing of the 50mm member was developed and is in Appendix B. See also Appendix A-6 for
raw calculations as well.
Analysis 7
Analysis 7 was based off the design requirement that the bridge must articulate 140mm in
the vertical direction. To do this, the design solution was to make use of a small cable to lift the
bridge. Analysis 7s purpose was to calculate the strength of a cable like material to see if the
cable would support the bridge’s weight. This was done by first selecting a material. Middle
weight thread in the size 60/Tex 70 was chosen for its availability and cost. It was found that this
thread has a tensile strength of 11bs, well over the required 85g for the thread to lift. This cable
material meets the requirements for lifting the bridge. See Appendix A-7 for calculations.
Analysis 8
Analysis 8 was based off the requirement must articulate 140mm in the vertical direction.
To do this, the design plan is to build 2 columns on each side of the bridge that the pully system
will attach to that will hoist the bridge the 140mm. The structural integrity of these columns must
support a minimum of 85g. The smallest member in the column's measures 50cm. This analysis
will prove that the smallest membered section will be able to support those 85g, the total weight
of the bridge. This will ensure that no member will fracture on the bridge while it supports its
own weight during the lifting process. This was done by calculating the modulus of rupture of
the 50cm section and then comparing it to the modulus of rupture required to break American
Balsa wood. It was found that the MOR (Modulus of Rupture) on the 50cm section was below
that of the MOR required to fail. Therefore, proving that the 50cm member will not fail while
subjected to the lifting forces of the bridge. See Appendix A-8 for calculations and Appendix B6 for resulted drawing in support member.
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Analysis 9
Analysis 9 was focused on the requirement that the bridge must rest on 60mm abutments.
This requirement was overlooked in the initial design of the bridge columns that would support
the lifting mechanisms. In the original design, the bridge requires 150mm abutments. To satisfy
the design requirement, three redesigns of the bridge column were created. Using these three
designs, a decision matrix was formed to choose the best design that would satisfy the
requirement of resting on the 60mm abutment. The designs were judged based off how stable
they were, how easy they would be to manufacture, and how strong the design was. The decision
matrix yielded two results, and from the two, design one was chosen due to it would be easier to
manufacture. See Appendix A-9 for calculations.
Analysis 10
Analysis 10 was focused on the requirement that the bridge must articulate 140mm
upwards. To satisfy this requirement a design was decided upon in the previous analysis that was
most suited for the job. Calculations were then done on this design to find the optimal location of
mounting the lifting mechanism to keep the structure stable. This was done by finding the
moment of inertia as well as the center of mass for the design. It was found that the optimal
location to attach the lifting mechanism was at the Y-location 100mm. This would not satisfy the
140mm lift requirement, so it was decided that the lifting mechanism will be placed on the Ylocation of 200mm. This will not be as stable as the y-100mm location, but since this aspect of
the design will not be load bearing, it can be assumed it will remain stable and two drawings
resulted from this analysis can be created, see Appendix B-7-8 for drawings. See Appendix A-10
for calculations.
Analysis 11
Analysis 11 dealt with the requirement that the bridge must weigh under 85g. To see if
the current bridge design would satisfy this requirement, its weight was calculated. To do this
first the bridges volume was calculated by finding the volume of each member and then
summing them. Once the total volume was found, this value could be multiplied by the density
of balsa wood found to be 160 kg/m^3 on matweb.com. The final value comes out to be
0.01025kg, or 10.25g. This is well under the weight requirement and allows for the bridge to
have weight added to reinforce the structure. See Appendix A-11 for calculations.
Analysis 12
Analysis 12 dealt with the requirement of the 20kg load that needs to be supported. The
focus of this analysis was on the type of fastener that will be holding the bridge members
together. A quick drying wood glue was selected as the type of fastener to hold the bridge
together, and to satisfy the load requirement the glue must hold a force of 20kg. To test if the
glue will support the load calculations were done using values for the glue from
mtcopeland.com. Wood glue was found to withstand a pressure of 3600-4000psi. This equates to
3600-4000 lbs. per square inch. This weight is excessively over the requirement of 20kg,
therefore qualifying the glue to support the required load of the bridge.
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h. Device: Parts, Shapes, and Conformation

This bridge will be made entirely out of balsa wood. The wood will be processed from its
purchased state, 1/8”x1/8”x36”, into all the members needed for final construction. The beam
dimensions were calculated to be the same width and height as the stock material so only the
length measurements will need to be machined.

i. Device Assembly

The balsa wood bridge will have a bridge deck capable of spanning the distance of the two
platforms as well articulating with the help of the support columns a distance vertically. The
individual bridge members will be attached by means of glue, no pins or other securing devices
will be used.

j. Technical Risk Analysis

A risk in the balsa wood bridge includes minimizing the weight of the bridge to meet the
requirements while maintaining the strength of the bridge. The reduction in weight correlates
to a decrease in strength. There needs to be a balance of both weight and strength for the
bridge to be successful.

k. Failure Mode Analysis

The bridge will be loaded in tension, but shear and normal stresses as well as compression and
tension forces will be experienced by the support members. American Balsa Wood has a max
shear strength of 2.1 MPa, and a max compressive strength of 14.9 MPa. See Matweb in
references. These values will be tested once the bridge assembly is created in Solidworks.

l. Operation Limits and Safety

The bridge is not designed to support more than 20kg. Loading more than 20kg could result in
failure. The bridge is only designed to support 20kg while it is stationary on the supports.
Loading 20kg while the bridge is in its articulating state could result in failure.
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3. METHODS & CONSTRUCTION

a. Methods

The design for this project developed at Central Washington University (CWU), using the tools
and expertise provided at the facility. All the parts will be made from stock balsa wood material
and this process can either be done in a lab provided by CWU, or at the student's home, due to
the manufacturability of the balsa wood material. The design methods used for this project
stem from processes learned from classes at CWU. One of the design methods used was Truss
Analysis which is a fundamental part of Statics and referenced again in Strengths of materials as
well as mechanical design. Other methods that were introduced in these classes that will help
to complete the project include Free Body Diagrams (FBD), Equations of Equilibrium, Stress
Equations, and Stress risers. These classes have provided a solid foundation for the processes
used in this project. Along with the information learned from these classes there is also the
expert help provided by the professors at CWU. With the help of the professors, past learning
experience, and the availability of the CWU facilities, this project has all it needs to succeed.
i. Process Decisions
The balsa wood parts will be cut from the stock balsa wood, the decision to use balsa wood as a
material was based off project requirements, a decision matrix, and several analyses solving for
strength of the balsa wood material. See Appendix F-1, Appendix A-1-7. Balsa wood is also a
project requirement, and the design would not be considered a success if balsa wood was not
used.
The manufacturing process of the parts was decided using a decision matrix to choose a hack
saw as a cutting tool. The tool was evaluated on its accessibility and usability as well as cost.
This decision was based on a cutting tool decision matrix, see Appendix F-2. This matrix
compared three different methods of manufacturing the parts using different techniques to cut
the material. The hack saw is the best fit for the cutting tool in the manufacturing process. The
saw will be able to cut the balsa stock material easily and quickly into the pre-determined part
lengths for construction.
To manufacture the bridge assembly a type of fastener had to be chosen to attach the bridge
members to. This was done using a decision matrix and the fasteners were evaluated on
strength and usability, see Appendix F-3. The outcome of the matrix pointed to the use of wood
glue as a fastener for the bridge members. Wood glue is a reasonable and affordable choice for
this project, and it makes the most sense to use it. An analysis of the strength of wood glue was
done to further prove its integrity in the design.
The balsa wood stock material will be measured and marked out in the appropriate length
sections to be cut. It will also be noted that there may be imperfections in the wood and if a
defect is visible, it will be excluded from becoming a part, as only the best sections of the balsa
stock material will be used in the manufacturing process.

b. Construction

i. Description
The construction will begin by first cutting the stock balsa wood into the appropriate
dimensions to build the bridge. Once the stock has been cut to size, and any corner angles have
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been cut as well, the bridge assembly can begin. The bridge members will be attached via quick
drying wood glue as a fastener. Sections of bridge that will meet the glue may be sanded to
help the glue adhere. The main bridge section that will span the 400mm will be assembled in
four parts, one span for each side. Once all four sides are constructed, they can be fastened
together, again with the use of wood glue. Once the sides are fastened, effectively creating a
long hollow rectangle, the bridge deck can be added so that the 32mm cube can traverse the
span. The vertical columns will be constructed in a similar fashion except instead of adding a
bridge deck, the last step will be attaching a pulley system to articulate the bridge.
ii. Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s
The order of this assembly was selected because it was the most straight forward and intuitive
way to construct the bridge. The drawing tree, see appendix B- Drawing tree, shows what parts
will be needed for each sub assembly as well as what sub assembly's will be required in the final
assembly, the entire bridge. The drawing tree is organized by listing all required parts needed
for each subassembly, followed by the connection of the subassemblies that will fit into the
final assembly, the completed bridge.
iii. Parts
All the parts for this design will be manufactured from the stock balsa material apart from 4
spools and a section of string, see Appendix C Table C1. Parts List. The stock balsa wood arrived
in 600mm shafts with the same height and width of the parts required. Therefore, the parts
only need to be cut to the appropriate length. The spools will undergo no design changes, but
the string will have to be cut to an appropriate length. All bridge building materials can be cut
with a serrated knife and fastened with wood glue. The parts will be used to construct four subassemblies. Two are part of the bridge span, and two are part of the bridge column that will
house the articulating mechanism.
iv. Manufacturing Issues
Manufacturing issues could arise if the balsa wood stock arrives warped or broken. The parts
need to be straight and rigid with minimal deflection. If the stock arrives damaged, the parts
will not be able to be manufactured in a way that will fit the design. Another factor in the
manufacturing process that could cause issues is if the balsa wood splinters or cracks during the
cutting process. The balsa wood rods are thin to begin with and it is crucial to the success of the
design that they remain intact as much as possible. Another manufacturing issue could arise if
the parts become damaged after they are created. This could happen easily because balsa
wood is a soft material and breaks easily. To mitigate this, the balsa wood will be kept in a safe
place to avoid accidental breakage. Since the manufacturing of this project can be done by
simple means, there is no concern about finding the space or time to complete manufacturing.
With the CWU facilities being available as well as off campus locations there are plenty of
places to choose from to complete the bridge.
v. Discussion of Assembly
The 500mm spans and 400mm spans, (see drawing 1 and 4 in Appendix D) will be fastened to
each other with wood glue connecting them by the 50mm spans (see drawing 5). Once the
50mm spans are securely holding the 400 and 500mm spans, the 70mm spans with the 45degree angles (see drawing 6) can be attached. This process will be repeated to create the
Bottom, Side, and Top Assemblies. Once all four assemblies are completed, (there will be two
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side assemblies), the four assemblies can be fastened together via wood glue to form the
finished bridge span. See drawing tree in appendix B. The vertical columns assemblies will then
be constructed using the 200mm and 60mm parts in a similar fashion used on the bridge span.
The columns will then stand freely on either end of the completed bridge deck and the pully
system and cables can be mounted. The order of assembly is not critical as all the assemblies
will come together simultaneously once all are completed. The key factor is that all assemblies
are completed on time as the schedule dictates so that the final assembly can be constructed to
finish the project.

a. Introduction

4. TESTING

The testing of this bridge design will fall into several categories, vertical articulation,
supporting the load requirement, and design parameters. Each of these requirements will have
a pass/fail element to them as well as tangible data. For the articulation requirement, the
bridge abutment must raise 140mm from horizontal. This can be measured using a measuring
tool such as a tape measurer or ruler. The bridge supporting the load requirement can be
measured by attaching pre-determined weight to the bridge and measuring deflection of the
bridge with a measuring tool. For testing design parameters, a 32mmx25mm block can be slid
across the bridge deck to demonstrate a vehicle can traverse the bridge deck.

b. Method/Approach

The information needed to evaluate the success of the bridge includes the deflection of
the beams while the load is applied, the distance the bridge can articulate vertically, the
distance the bridge can span, and the ability for a 32 mm wide by 25 mm high block to traverse
the bridge deck. The requirements for the articulation, distance spanned, and ability for the
block to traverse are pass fail. Either the bridge will be able to accommodate these
requirements, or it will fail. The applied load requirement is also pass fail, but it has tolerances
to adhere to pass. For example, for a member with XXX mm, no greater than an 8 mm deviation
is allowed, XX mm, no greater than a 1 mm deviation, and XX g, no greater than a 1.5 g
deviation.
Testing the applied load will be done by inserting a 38 mm square by 6 mm thick steel
plate on the center of the bridge deck to attach the load to. A weight will then be added to a
hook attached to the steel plate.
Testing of the block slide test can be completed by tying a string to a 32mmx25mm block and
dragging it across the bridge deck. The way this test was approached was by choosing the
easiest and most cost-effective way to perform this test. It was decided to acquire a 32mm x
25mm block from the machine shop from a piece of scrap steel material to use as the “vehicle”.
String was then tied around the block to be able to drag the block across the bridge to complete
the test.
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c. Test Process

Set up for testing design parameters includes completing two design tests, the bridge
weighing less than 85g and the bridge being able allow a 32mmx25mm block to traverse the
span. For the block slide test, see appendix G, the block was dragged across the bridge deck to
demonstrate the bridge had no obstructions. This was done by threading the string through the
bridge and then gently pulling to drag the block through.
Set up for the bridge testing process is simple. Two tables are separated by 400mm for
the bridge to span across. This will test the spanning distance requirement. Then the bridge can
test its articulation capabilities. This can be measured with the use of a ruler to see if the bridge
can clear 140mm. Lastly, the bridge can be tested with the applied load. A 5-gallon bucket filled
with water will be used as the load. The bucket can be attached via the steel plate on the center
of the bridge deck. Deflection of the bridge can then be measured using a ruler. These
deflection values will be recorded to see if the bridge passed the deflection requirements.

d. Deliverables

The data collected from the applied load deflection will be tabulated and used to show
the bridge's performance. This data can be compared to the overall weight of the bridge and
the applied load to demonstrate how efficient the bridge is. Water can be added to the bucket
in increments so that deflection can be recorded at different loads. These can be recorded on
an excel sheet and potted into a graph. Images can be recorded for the other tests to document
the passing or failing of the test requirements.
Data collected for the design parameter tests is minimal, and a pass-fail system will be
implemented to show whether the test meets all the project requirements. A table was created
to show the different requirements that need to be met, along with a check list that was used
once the test was completed, both located in Appendix G. The test went as expected and the
block was able to easily traverse the bridge span. The bride was built with the block slide
requirement in mind and steps were taken during the design process to accommodate this test.
The bridge was given a width and height of 50mm to ensure the block would be able to slide
easily through the bridge, and a bridge deck was added that was smooth enough for a block to
slide easily across. No issues were encountered in the test as the block was able to traverse the
bridge smoothly and without obstruction.
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a. Parts

5. BUDGET

All parts will be manufactured from the stock balsa wood purchased in 36-inch segments.
The parts to be manufactured consist of cutting the 36-inch stock into shorter sections. The
balsa wood stock is the largest expense of this project, costing the project around $50, about
half of the total budget. The remainder of the budget will be spent on minor parts such as wood
glue and sandpaper for finishing. The parts that will be manufactured are parts 20-001 through
20-007 and can be found in Appendix B.

b. Outsourcing

There will be no outsourced parts or assemblies in this project due to the simplicity of
the bridge manufacturing process. The stock material, balsa wood, is easy to work with and the
complexity of designed parts is low. For these reasons all the balsa wood parts will be
manufactured at home by the student. This will cut down on labor costs as well as
manufacturing issues that come along with outsourcing. This will, however, make the student
responsible for any defective parts manufactured. This can be mitigated by the purchase of
extra balsa wood in the chance that some parts need to be redone.

c. Labor

Labor costs for this project will be minimum, the industry standard for wood related
labor starts at $18 an hour. The total hours for part manufacturing are less than one hour, while
the assembly is expected to take 4 hours. There would be an expected labor cost of $72 for this
project if the $18/hr. wage were paid.

d. Estimated Total Project Cost

The total estimated project cost is $130. The two major costs are the balsa stock
material, $42.12, and labor, $72. This leaves $16 for other minor parts such as a string and a
spool, see Appendix C for further budget breakdown.

e. Funding Source

All funding comes out of pocket from project designer Emeri Wilson.
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6. Schedule

The scheduling for this project was developed to create a timeline for the design, construction,
and completion of the Balsa Wood bridge Project. This schedule was brought forth in the MET
489 course at CWU. Changes are to be expected within the schedule, however, the schedule is
expected to be followed with the best of the student's ability. The schedule, referenced as
Gannt Chart in appendix E, has been broken into multiple sections that pertain to the design,
construction, and completion of the said device. Within the sections there are subtasks that
result in deliverables that must be completed to continue with device construction. The Gannt
Chart has different portions corresponding with the three quarters that will be spent working
on the project. The three portions are the design and development of the device, covered in fall
quarter, the part construction and device assembly, taking place in winter quarter, and device
completion and testing, being held in spring quarter. A further breakdown of the three
quarters' scheduling outcomes is discussed below.

a. Design

For Fall quarter a schedule was developed and followed as closely as possible, the
schedule (Gannt Chart) see Appendix E, was broken down into seven main categories.
These seven categories were Proposal/Report Writing, Documentation, Analyses, Part
Construction, Device Construction, Device Evaluation, and Deliverables.
During the Fall quarter only three of the seven categories were addressed:
Proposal/Report Writing, Analyses, and Documentation. The other categories are
scheduled to be completed in Winter and Spring.
The main topic of discussion for Fall quarter was the sub tasks in the Proposal/Report
Writing section. This section included Intro, Analysis, Methods, Testing, Budget,
Schedule, Project Management, Discussion, Conclusion, Drawings, and Appendix. All
these tasks were completed on time except for the scheduling portion. As seen in the
Gannt Chart, Appendix E, the scheduling section was the only task that fell behind and
was denoted by red. The project was still able to continue at the expected rate, however
more time was needed further into the project to go back and complete the missing
scheduling section. It is unclear how this section was skipped in the first place and is
assumed to be caused by supernatural forces. All the other sections scheduled for Fall
quarter were completed on time and most of the time estimates were over the amount
of actual time needed to complete the tasks.

b. Construction

Construction began in winter quarter as designated by the Gannt Chart Schedule,
appendix E. The construction phase has two main categories, Part Construction and
Device Construction. The winter quarter began by first constructing all required parts for
the project, followed by the assembly of parts for the device construction. The time
spent completing these tasks was close to how much time was expected but it was not
exact. For example, task 4b, cutting the balsa wood to appropriate dimensions was
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expected to take 3 hours but, it only took 2. A similar trend happened for tasks 4c, 4d,
and 4e where the expected time to complete was overestimated that the actual time to
complete was slightly less than what was scheduled for. An overestimation of time
could be due to the obscurity of the tasks being performed. With no frame of reference
as to how long these tasks would take it is no surprise that they did not take the allotted
amount of time as designated in the schedule. For this reason, the progression of the
project was slightly ahead of schedule throughout the part and device construction.

c. Testing

There were multiple tests scheduled for Spring quarter as designated by the Gannt
Chart. Some of these tests included Maximum Force to Lift and Block Slide Test. All the
scheduled tests took the same amount of time that was expected, and the testing
processes were completed before the source presentation, which was the goal. Each
test took approximately 15min as seen represented in the Gannt Chart by tasks 6a-6h.
The only issue related to the testing process was that in the 60mm Abutments Test, the
bridge was larger than the required 60mm and needed to be reinforced to not cause
deflection. This was done by adding several support members to the abutments, after
which the test was completed as expected.
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7. Project Management

There are several potential risks that may be encountered in this project. A risk that requires
the most attention is the acquiring of materials. If ordered materials have a delay in shipping
this could push the project behind schedule. Also, if the materials arrive damaged this could
also push the project back. To respond to this risk, materials will be ordered as early as possible
and in excess. Another risk is not having the facilities available to complete the project. To
respond to this risk a facility schedule will be to control the risk of not having an available lab.
This project will remain successful if all risks are controlled.

a. Human Resources

The main human interaction in this project will be done by the designing student, see resume in
Appendix H, and the expertise of the faculty at CWU. An identified risk to this human
interaction would be the availability of the faculty of CWU to give guidance of the project. This
risk can be remediated by scheduling appointments with faculty ahead of time and checking for
available meeting times.

b. Physical Resources

The most important physical resource for this project is the use of Amazon to acquire the stock
balsa wood material. The risk of this is shipping delays as well as lost or damaged shipments.
This risk can be remediated by ordering the materials needed with enough time to reorder if
deeded. Another physical resource that may be used to complete the project is the lab spaces
at CWU. The risk in this is checking to see if lab access will be available during the times it is
needed. To remediate this lab schedules will be checked for availability before the time comes
to work on the project.

c. Soft Resources

To complete this project a website through Wix will be created and developed alongside the
bridge project. This website will allow for a summary of the project that can be presented after
the project's completion. A risk for this is the capacity of the Wiz servers as well as internet
access. To remediate risk, it is important to plan and have a backup plan in case the site crashes
and have a second presentation. Another potential risk is the usability of the computer program
SolidWorks. This program is not completely necessary for the construction of the bridge, and if
it were to fail, the part designs could be done with pencil and paper to remediate this risk.

d. Financial Resources

All funds directed for this project will be out of the pocket of the student designer. If the project
goes over budget, it is up to the student to pay added expenses, see Appendix D- Budget. If an
excessive amount of spending is required to finish the project this could result in the project
failing to be completed. To remediate this risk the student should stick to the predetermined
budget as much as possible.
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8. DISCUSSION

The design process started by first looking for the original plans for the Youngs Bay
Bridge, a vertical lift bridge that had motivated wanting to design the balsa wood bridge as a
senior project. While these plans were not found, many others were, along with a particularly
useful vertical bridge design that was built in Ontario, Canada, see references. After analyzing
this bridge along with the bridge designs of the students who had previously completed this
course a design baseline was created for the balsa wood bridge.
Once the design baseline was completed a series of analyses were developed to prove that the
design baseline was suitable for all the project requirements. There were some successes and
some failures with the initial design and the analyses helped to point these weaknesses out. It
was found in the analyses that the bridge would be able to support the 20kg load requirement,
a success. It was also found however that the vertical bridge columns that were designed were
too large to fit on the 60mm abutments. This required a redesign of the columns so that they
would fit on the 60mm abutments, a project requirement. This design error was made after
missing one of the project requirements in the initial design process. This redesign did not
change too much of the bridge structurally, however the decrease in size did remove some of
the column's stability. Other analyses further proved, however, that even though there was a
smaller size column base, the column would still be stable enough to lift the main bridge span.
After everything on the design was deemed reasonable it was time to order balsa material
stock. There were some risks with acquiring the stock, for instance the bridge is being built to
span over 400mm so it would be inconvenient in manufacturing to use stock balsa wood that
was shorter than this length because it would require to be joined or spliced, weakening the
design. To overcome this risk a search was made to find balsa wood stock that was available
with a length of 500mm or more. This risk was overcome after finding balsa wood stock that
was available in 900mm segments. Another risk involving the stock material is the condition
that the material would arrive in. Balsa wood is a relatively soft material and could be damaged
during shipping. To mediate this risk, more balsa wood was ordered than was needed, this way
if any of the lengths are damaged there will be an extra stick to take its place.
Once the balsa stock has arrived the construction process can begin, see section 3b for a
detailed construction process.

a. Design

The design portion of this project was completed in Fall quarter following the schedule laid out
in the Gannt chart, see Schedule FIG. E-1. It involved brainstorming ideas, initial design, design
analysis and redesign if needed. The use of concepts from mechanics of materials was used
throughout the design process, particularly truss analysis. Decision Matrices were also helpful
in producing reasonable solutions to design issues, see Appendix F, Resources. During the
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design phase, seven parts and drawings were also created in Solid works. These parts will be
manufactured to create the bridge in the construction phase during Winter quarter. The seven
parts, 20-001 through 20-007, see Appendix B-2 through B-8, will be manufactured at the home
of the student. This will be a straightforward process for the parts only need to be cut to size
from the stock balsa wood material. Once the parts are manufactured the bridge assemblies
can be constructed. It is estimated that the manufacturing and building process will take
around 20 hours of labor.

b. Construction

The construction process has been completed. 100% of the parts have been completed and the
bridge manufacturing process has gone as planned. The stock balsa material was selected and
visually inspected for flaws before it was processed to be a part. Once suitable stock had been
found, it was measured and cut according to the part designs, see parts 10-001 through 10-007.
The parts constructed make up 100% of the manufactured parts including Truss-Vertical (10002), Span-Bridge 45 degrees (10-003), Span Bridge 450mm (20-002), Span Bridge 500mm (20004), and Span Bridge 45-degree one side (20-005). The next step was the assembly process.
Using wood glue as a fastener, the parts were joined together to form trusses, bridge deck, and
supporting members. These were fastened together to form various assemblies on the bridge.
After all bridge sub-assemblies were completed and left to dry overnight as the manufacture of
the wood glue suggested, the final assembly could begin. This was completed by fastening
together the previously completed sub-assemblies, Top Span-Subassembly (10-001), Bottom
Span-Subassembly (10-002), and Side Span Assembly (10-003), see Appendix B, Drawing Tree.

c. Testing

The bridge will be tested based off several design requirements. These tests include a block
slide test, geometry test, deflection test, load requirement, and force exerted to lift test.
The block slide test was performed by dragging a 32mmx25mm block across the bridge
deck. The purpose of this test was to demonstrate that the bridge has the correct geometry and
that the bridge deck is smooth without obstructions. This test went smoothly, see Appendix G,
Block Slide Test, and the block was able to traverse the bridge deck without any issues.
The geometry testing was a series of smaller tests related to the geometry of the bridge
that were clumped into a single test session. These tests were designed to ensure the bridge
met all building requirements, including the weight, length, and lift height of the bridge. The
weight requirement test demonstrated that the bridge meets the weight requirement
associated with the bridge project. The weight requirement for the project is that the bridge
must weigh less than 85g. To test this, the bridge was placed on a scale and the weight was
recorded. The bridge was under the maximum weight, so it passed the requirement, weighing
in at 82g. To test the length and lift requirement, a measuring tape was used to measure the
longest portion of the span, and the maximum lift distance. The required length of the bridge
was 400mm and the actual length was 630mm and the required lift height of the bridge was
140mm and the bridge was able to lift 220mm. The Balsa Vertical Lift Bridge passed all the
geometry requirements; however, this leaves room for improvement. Since the bridge was
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underweight and over length, this means that the materials could have been better used to
increase strength. The bridge could have been made shorter and heavier to increase the
amount of load the bridge could support.
The force exerted to lift test was done to demonstrate that the lifting mechanism could
successfully lift the bridge enough so that a piece of 20lb stock paper could be slid beneath it
while only exerting a force of 10g. This test was performed by attaching a 10g weight to the
lever arm of the lifting mechanism while the lever was at a 90 degrees horizontal position. The
weight put a 10kg force acting downward on the lever and caused the lever to move slightly
and lift the bridge. The bridge was able to lift enough to slide the paper underneath one end,
therefore satisfying the requirement.
The deflection and load requirement test were completed simultaneously. The purpose
of these tests was to determine how much the bridge would deflect under varying weight and if
the bridge would support a load of 20kg. This test was performed by attaching a fishing scale
and five-gallon bucket to the eyehook in the center of the bridge. When water was added to
the bucket, the fishing scale would read how much weight was applied to the bridge in kg.
Water was added in 5kg weight increments and the deflection at each increment was recorded.
This continued until the bridge failed at 18kg. The bridge did not meet the load requirement of
supporting 20kg. While inspecting the bridge after failure, the reasons for the weakness were
found to be from the glue fastening the bridge together. The bridge had separated at the joint
locations, but the bridge members remained intact. An analysis of the glue as a fastener was
completed in the Fall quarter, and the outcome of this analysis showed that the glue was more
than capable of holding the required weight. It is unclear of the reason the glue failed in the
way that it did, but this issue could be resolved for future applications if a wooden plate were
added at the joint locations to better reinforce the connections.
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9. CONCLUSION

The Balsa Wood Bridge Project came close to supporting the desired load the bridge was
set to achieve, this failure further discussed above was due to inadequate support at the joint
locations. Several important analyses were completed to achieve the set goal, analysis 3,4,5
and 6 all used engineering techniques derived from strengths of materials and technical
dynamics to prove that the bridge would meet the requirement of supporting 20kg, see
Appendix A-3 through A-6. These analyses resulted in the drawing of parts that were
manufactured using CWU facilities winter quarter and constructed into the final bridge project.
The other design requirements such as spanning 400mm and articulating 140mm vertically
were addressed in the initial design plans on the bridge. The bridge was designed with these
parameters in mind and therefore a design for a deliverable bridge meeting all project
requirements has been completed.
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APPENDIX A - Analysis

Appendix A-1 – Analysis 1: solving for forces

Warren Truss. 11 Isosceles-Equilateral Triangles - 11 Verticals
Tension-Compression on Elements. Vertical Downward Loads on Nodes
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lbf
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lbf
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lbf

0
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0

Triangles base lenght:
Angles of Diagonals:

1

lbf

0

lbf

lbf

0

lbf

22.031

lbf

19.685 in
degrees
45

Tensions - Compressions on Truss Elements

F12 =-31.157
F13 =22.031

F23 =0
F24 =-44.063
F25 =31.157
F35 =22.031

F45 =0
F46 =-44.063
F56 =-31.157
F57 =66.094

F67 =0
F68 =-88.125
F69 =31.157
F79 =66.094

F89 =0
F810 =-88.125
F910 =-31.157
F911 =110.157

F1011 =0
F1012 =-132.188
F1013 =31.157
F1113 =110.157

F1213 =0

F1415 =0
F1214 =-132.188
F1314 =31.157
F1315 =110.157

F1819 =0
F1618 =-88.125
F1718 =31.157
F1719 =66.094

F1617 =0
F1416 =- 88. 125
F1417 =-31.157
F1516 =110.157

F2021 =0
F1820 =-44.063
F1821 =-31.157
F1920 =66.094

F2223 =0
F2022 =-44.063
F2122 =31.157
F2123 =22.031

F2224 =-31.157
F2324 =22.031

Wood Compressive Strength - Truss Elements Strength

Diagonals Square Dowel
Square Dowel

Rails

Square Dowel

Wood:
Side:
Wood:
Side:

Balsa wood
Strength:

2,160. PSI
1. inches
2,160. Pounds

Balsa wood
1/8.
Strength:

2,160. PSI
.125 inches
2,160. Pounds

Figure 3- computer modeled analysis
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Figure 4- Analysis 1 green sheet
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Appendix A-2 – Solving for forces

Figure 6 computer bridge model

Figure 5- Analysis 2 green sheet
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Appendix A-3 – Solving for support reactions

Figure 7 Analysis 3 green sheet
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Appendix A-4 – Finding Modulus of Rupture

Figure 8- Analysis 4, MOR
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Appendix A-5 –Finding forces on 45-degree members

Figure 9- Green sheet for finding forces on 45-degree members
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Appendix A-6 – Analysis of the 50mm members

Figure 10-Green sheet of 50mm member analysis
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Appendix A-7 –Finding Cable Material

Figure 11-Analysis 7
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Appendix A-8 – Proving Column Design Will Support Bridge

Figure 12- Analysis 8
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Appendix A-9 – Column redesign

Figure 13- Analysis 9
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Appendix A-10 – Column stability

Figure 14- Analysis 10
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Appendix A-11 – Calculating weight

Figure 15-Analysis 11

Appendix A-12- Determining Glue Strength
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Figure 16- Analysis 12
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APPENDIX B - Drawings

Appendix B – Drawing Tree
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Appendix B-1, Drawing 1, 400mm member

Figure 17- Drawing 1
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Appendix B-2, Drawing 2

Figure 18-Drawing 2
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Appendix B-3, Drawing 3

Figure 19-Drawing 3
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Appendix B-4, Drawing 4

Figure 20-Solidworks drawing 4
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Appendix B-5, Drawing 5

Figure 21- Drawing 5
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Appendix B-6, Drawing 6

Figure 22-Drawing 6, 200mm truss
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Appendix B-7, Drawing 7

Figure 23- Drawing 7
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Appendix B-8 Assembly Drawing, Bridge Top

Figure 24-Drawing 1, Top
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Appendix B-9 Assembly Drawing, Bridge Bottom

Figure 25-Drawing 2, Bottom
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Appendix B-10 Assembly Drawing, Bridge Side

Figure 26-Drawing 3, side
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Appendix B – Completed Assembly Drawing

Figure 27-Final Assembly Drawing
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APPENDIX C – Parts List and Costs

Table C1. Parts List

Part
Number
20-001

Qty

20-002

40

50mm bridge
span

20-003

4

20-004

2

45◦ all corner
70mm
member
500mm
member

20-005

30

20-006

8

20-007

12

Total
Parts: 7

2

Part
Description
400mm
bridge span

45◦ 2corner
70mm
member
200mm
member
60mm
member

Source

Cost

Disposition

Manufactured
from stock
material
Manufactured
from stock
material
Manufactured
from stock
material
Manufactured
from stock
material
Manufactured
from stock
material

NA

Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order
Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order
Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order
Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order
Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order

Manufactured
from stock
material
Manufactured
from stock
material

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order
Manufactured
from Balsa Stock
order

Total
Pieces:
98
*Note Cost is NA because all parts will be constructed from the balsa stock material ordered for
$45.
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APPENDIX D – Budget

Table D1. Proposed Project Budget.

Item
Balsa Stock
material
Spool
String
Wood glue
Labor

Qty
1
2
1
1
4hr

Description
1/8” x 1/8” by 36” pack of 100
strips + shipping
Wooden spool
6ft length of string
18oz bottle of Wood Glue
$18/hr
Total:

Cost
$42.12

Description
1/8” x 1/8” by 36” pack of 100
strips + shipping
Fine grit sandpaper
18oz bottle of Wood Glue
$18/hr
Total:

Cost
$42.12

$1.50
$2.00
$8.97
$72.00
$127.47

Table D2. Actual Project Budget.

Item
Balsa Stock
material
Sand Paper
Wood glue
Labor

Qty
1
1
1
4hr

$5.00
$8.97
$72.00
$128.09
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APPENDIX E - Schedule

Figure E1. Project Gantt Chart.

Figure 28-Gannt Chart
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APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources

Appendix F-1 Material decision matrix

Figure 29 Material Decision Matrix
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Appendix F-2 Cutting tool Decision Matrix

Figure 30 Cutting tool Decision Matrix
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Appendix F-3 Fastener Decision Matrix

Figure 31 Fastener Decision Matrix
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APPENDIX G – Testing Report
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Appendix G1 (Block Slide Test)
Introduction

The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that a “vehicle” can traverse the bridge deck
unobstructed. This will be done by dragging a 32mm x 25mm block across the bridge deck
with a string.

Method/Approach

The way this test was approached was by choosing the easiest and most cost-effective way to
perform this test. It was decided to acquire a 32mm x 25mm block from the machine shop from a
piece of scrap steel material to use as the “vehicle”. String was then tied around the block to be able
to drag the block across the bridge to complete the test.

Test Procedure: (formal procedure)

Summary/Overview
This Test Procedure describes the steps taken to test the bridge on the block traversing
the bridge deck requirement. The Balsa Wood Vertical Lift Bridge has a series of testing
requirements necessary for the proper completion of the bridge. The requirement that
will be addressed in this test is that the bridge allows for a 32mm x 25mm block to
transverse the length of the bridge deck with no obstructions. The block will be attached
to a string that will allow it to be pulled from one end of the bridge to the other.
Time
This test was completed at 9:30am in classroom 118 inside Hogue on April 12, 2022.
The test set up and take down was minimal, totaling 5 minutes to set up the bridge and
put block into place. The actual time to run the test was approximately 20 seconds for
the block to traverse the entire length of the span.
Place
This test was conducted in room 118, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University
campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Required equipment includes:
• Phone camera
•25mm x 32mm block and string
• Balsa Wood Vertical Lift Bridge (not including towers or lift mechanism)
Risk
The greatest risks of completing this test are ensuring all the testing materials are
present at the time of the testing.

Procedure for completing test
1. Bring equipment to the testing site, block with string, phone camera and balsa wood
vertical lift bridge.
2. Set up block and string inside of the bridge in preparation to traverse.
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3. Thread string through the bridge so that once pulled, the block will travel the span of
the bridge.
4. Gently pull string and demonstrate the block traveling the span of the bridge without
any obstructions.
5. Document process with smartphone camera.
Discussion
The testing process went smoothly, and all the equipment used behaved in an expected
way. The block was able to traverse the entire length of the bridge deck without running
into any obstructions.

Deliverables

Appendix G1.1 – Procedure Checklist

 Bring equipment to the testing site, block with string, phone camera and balsa wood
vertical lift bridge.
 Set up block and string inside of the bridge in preparation to traverse.
 Thread string through the bridge so that once pulled, the block will travel the span of
the bridge.
 Gently pull string and demonstrate the block traveling the span of the bridge without
any obstructions.
 Document process with smartphone camera.

Appendix G1.2 – Data Forms
Test Type
Block Slide Test

Were Requirements met?

Appendix G1.3 – Raw Data
Test Type
Block Slide Test

Were Requirements met?

Test Requirements
A 32mmx25mm block must traverse the bridge
unobstructed.
 YES
 NO

Test Requirements
A 32mmx25mm block must traverse the bridge
unobstructed.
X YES
 NO

Appendix G1.4 – Evaluation Sheet
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All results were exact measurements, no calculations were necessary.

Appendix G1.5 – Schedule (Testing)

Appendix G2 (Minimum Force to Lift Test)
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Introduction

The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that the bridge can articulate while applying a
minimal amount of force. The bridge was tested on articulating vertically so that a piece of
20lb printer paper could slide underneath while exerting 10g of force.

Method/Approach

The way this test was approached was by determining a way to measure the amount of
force applied on the lever hand of the articulating components. It was found that the easiest
way to achieve this is by finding an item that weighs approximately 10g. This item could
then be tied to the lever arm, resulting in 10g of force being exerted on the lever. The
distance the bridge moved from this 10g force could then be measured.

Test Procedure: (formal procedure)

Summary/Overview
This Test Procedure describes the steps taken to test the bridge on the Minimum Force to
Lift Test. To test the 10g force requirement a 10g object was obtained, in this case it was
several bolts rubber banded together that weighed approximately 10g. This weight could
be added to the lever arm of the lifting mechanism while the lever was at a 90degree
horizontal position resulting in the lever moving slightly. This lever movement
corresponded with the movement of the bridge. This bridge movement could then be
tested if a piece of 20lb stock paper could be slid underneath it.

Time
This test was completed at 2:45pm in classroom 127 inside Hogue on April 26, 2022. The
test set up and take down was 10 minutes while performing the actual test was another 10
minutes. For set up the weight had to be attached to the lever and the bridge had to be set
up. The actual test was broken into four trials of adding the weight and measuring how
much the bridge was able to lift each time. Take down was similar to set up and the same
steps were taken.
Place
This test was conducted in room 127, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in
Ellensburg, WA.
Required equipment includes:
• Phone camera
• Scale (provided by student)
• Balsa Wood Vertical Lift Bridge
• Rubber bands
• Piece of 20lb stock Paper
• Object weighing 10g
Risk
The risks of this test are minimal, however the scale used requires batteries so extra
batteries will be available as needed. A photo will also be taken of the scale for data
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collection so the camera must have adequate charge. Extra rubber bands will also be
available in case of one breaking.

Procedure for completing test
1) Set up vertical lift bridge on table, position so lift is spaced evenly between the
towers.
2) Using rubber bands, attach the 10g weight on the lever arm while the lever is at 90
degrees in the horizontal direction, so that the weight will pull the lever down.
3) Wait for movement to be complete before attempting to slide the paper stock under
the bridge.
4) Repeat steps 2 & 3 three more times to complete four trials, each time filling out
data table below.

Discussion

This test went as planned and in all four trials the bridge was able to lift enough from the
10g force for the piece of 20lb stock paper to slide underneath.

Deliverables

Appendix G2.1 – Procedure Checklist

 Set up vertical lift bridge on table, position so lift is spaced evenly between the
towers.
 Using the rubber bands, attach the 10g weight on the lever arm while the lever is at
90 degrees in the horizontal direction, so that the weight will pull the lever down.
 Wait for movement to be complete before attempting to slide the paper stock under
the bridge.
 Repeat steps 2 & 3 three more times to complete four trials, each time filling out
data table below.

Appendix G2.2 – Data Forms
Trial #

1
2
3
4

Was Paper Stock able to Slide Beneath Bridge?
 Yes
 No
 Yes
 No
 Yes
 No
 Yes
 No
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Appendix G2.3 – Raw Data
Trial #

1
2
3
4

Was Paper Stock able to Slide Beneath Bridge?
X Yes
 No
X Yes
 No
X Yes
 No
X Yes
 No

Appendix G2.4 – Evaluation Sheet

All results were exact measurements, no calculations were necessary.

Appendix G2.5 – Schedule (Testing)
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Appendix G3 (Geometry Requirements Test)
Introduction

The purpose of this test is to prove that the bridge adheres to all building constraints that
are in place for the project. The constraints that will be tested are the weight, length, and
the ability to rest on the required abutments.

Method/Approach

The way this test was approached was by first identifying a way that all these constraints could be
tested. The requirements of the bridge project state that the bridge must span 400mm, weigh less
than 85g, and rest on 60mm abutments. All these requirements relate to the geometry of the bridge
so it was determined it would be appropriate to test all these attributes at once.

Test Procedure: (formal procedure)

Summary/Overview
This Test Procedure describes the steps taken to test the bridge on its length, weight, lifting
distance, and ability to rest on 60mm abutments.
Time
This test was completed at 2:45pm in classroom 127 inside Hogue on April 22, 2022. The
test set up and take down was minimal, totaling 10 minutes to perform all the tests. Time
was spent on powering on the scale, setting up the bridge, and carefully measuring.

Place
This test was conducted in room 127, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in
Ellensburg, WA.
Required equipment includes:
• Phone camera
• Tape measure
• Scale (provided by student)
• Balsa Wood Vertical Lift Bridge (not including towers or lift mechanism)
• Two 60mmx 60mm blocks
Risk
The risks of this test are minimal, however the scale used requires batteries so extra
batteries will be available as needed. A photo will also be taken of the scale for data
collection so the camera must have adequate charge.
Procedure for completing test
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1) Bring equipment to the testing site, scale, phone camera, balsa wood vertical lift
bridge, 60mm blocks, and tape measure.
2) Turn on scale and tare to 0g
3) Place the span portion of the bridge on the center of the scale.
4) Wait 10 seconds for the scale to produce an accurate reading.
5) Photograph the scale readout for the weight to be documented in the report.
6) Using the measuring tape, record a reading for the longest length of the bridge deck.
7) Using the lift mechanism raise bridge to fully lifted position. Measure the distance from
the bottom of the bridge to the ground.
8) Place bridge on the 60mm blocks so that they are directly underneath the towers.
9) Judge if the bridge can maintain stationery while resting on blocks.
Discussion
It was found that the bridge met all the requirements tested for in this section, however
this demonstrates there is room for improvement in the bridge design. Since the bridge
was both underweight and over length, a design change could have been made to increase
the bridge's strength by making it both shorter and heavier.

Deliverables

Appendix G3.1 – Procedure Checklist

 Bring equipment to testing site, scale, phone camera and balsa wood vertical lift
bridge.
 Turn on scale and tare to 0g
 Place span portion of the bridge on the center of the scale.
 Wait 10 seconds for the scale to produce an accurate reading.
 Photograph the scale readout for the weight to be documented in the report.
 Using the measuring tape, record a reading for the longest length of the bridge deck.
 Using the lift mechanism raise bridge to fully lifted position. Measure the distance from
the bottom of the bridge to the ground.
 Place bridge on the 60mm blocks so that they are directly underneath the towers.
 Judge if bridge can maintain stationary while resting on blocks.

Appendix G3.2 – Data Forms
Testing
Parameter
Weight
Length
Lift Distance
Rest on 60mm
abutments

Required
measurement
<85g
400mm
140mm
 Yes
 No

Actual
Measurement

 Yes
 No
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Appendix G3.3 – Raw Data
Testing
Parameter
Weight
Length
Lift Distance
Rest on 60mm
abutments

Required
measurement
<85g
400mm
140mm
 Yes
 No

Actual
Measurement
82g
630mm
220mm
X Yes
 No

Appendix G3.4 – Evaluation Sheet

All results were exact measurements, no calculations were necessary.

Appendix G3.5 – Schedule (Testing)
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Appendix G4 (Deflection Test)
Introduction

The purpose of this test is to test the bridge on its maximum load while measuring the
deflection leading up to that load.

Method/Approach

The way this test was approached was by determining a safe and straightforward way to measure
the bridge's maximum load. It was decided to add water to a bucket in increments to measure the
deflection of the bridge. The bucket could be attached to the bridge with a fishing scale to give an
accurate reading of how much weight the bridge was experiencing.

Test Procedure: (formal procedure)

Summary/Overview
This Test Procedure describes the steps taken to test the bridge on the Maximum Load and
Deflection Test. The balsa wood bridge was set up to span 500mm, with an eyehook
attached to a bucket beneath it. As water was added to the bucket, the bridge would
experience a load which caused deflection. This process of adding water and measuring
deflection was repeated until failure.

Time
This test was completed at 9:45 am, outside of the foundry classroom in Hogue Hall on
April 29, 2022. The testing time took around 20 minutes. This time was spent acquiring
materials and setting up the bridge as well as performing the test.
Place
This test was conducted in room 127, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in
Ellensburg, WA.
Required equipment includes:
• Phone camera
• Fishing scale capable of measuring up to 20kg
• Bucket
• Water
• Ruler or tape measure
• Balsa Wood Vertical Lift Bridge (not including towers or lift mechanism)
Risk
The risks of conducting this test involve wood splinters being projected from the bridge
during testing. This was mitigated by using PPE such as safety glasses.
Procedure for completing test
1) Attach eye hook and washer to the hole located in the center of the bridge span.
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2) Set up bridge span across a gap measuring 500mm
3) Attach fishing scale to eye hook, and the bucket to the fishing scale, so that when
water is added to the bucket a weight measurement will be seen on the scale.
4) Add water to the bucket until the scale displays 5kg of weight.
5) Measure deflection in the bridge at the center by measuring the distance the bridge
has dropped from its original position.
6) Repeat steps 4&5 using 5kg increments until 20kg of weight is obtained or until the
bridge fails.
7) Record and make a graph of data.
Discussion
The testing process encountered some problems along the way, but the test was
completed overall. The first problem encountered was attaching the scale to the
eyehook. In the first attempt a key ring was used. The key ring was successful for the
first half of the test, but it broke in the second half. A carabiner was used to replace the
broken key ring and remained successful for the remainder of the test. The goal for this
test was for the bridge to support a weight of 20kg. The bridge ended up braking at just
under 18kg, so the goal was not reached. After inspecting the bridge, it was determined
that the reason for failure was dure to the method of fastening the bridge pieces
together. The bridge separated at the joints; the actual bridge members showed no sign
of breaking.

Deliverables

Appendix G4.1 – Procedure Checklist

 Attach eye hook and washer to the hole located in the center of the bridge span.
 Set up bridge span across a gap measuring 500mm
 Attach fishing scale to eye hook, and the bucket to the fishing scale, so that when water
is added to the bucket a weight measurement will be seen on the scale.
 Add water to the bucket until the scale displays 5kg of weight.
 Measure deflection in the bridge at the center by measuring the distance the bridge has
dropped from its original position.
 Repeat steps 4&5 using 5kg increments until 20kg of weight is obtained or until the
bridge fails.
 Record and make a graph of data.

Appendix G4.2 – Data Forms
Load Applied (kg)
5
10
15
16
17

Deflection (mm)
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18
19
20

Appendix G4.3 – Raw Data
Load Applied (kg)
5
10
15
16
17
18
19
20

Deflection (mm)
0mm
0mm
1mm
3mm
3mm
30mm
NA
NA

Appendix G4.4 – Evaluation Sheet

All results were exact measurements, no calculations were necessary.

Appendix G4.5 – Schedule (Testing)
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APPENDIX H – Resume

EMERI WILSON
Chinook WA · (503) 994-6157
Emeri.j.w@gmail.com

EXPERIENCE

4-19-2018 – PRESENT

LABORER, J.EMCAMIS

I am employed at J.E McAmis and have worked at two jobsites for over four years rebuilding
jetties at the mouth of the Columbia River. J.E McAmis a heavy-civil, marine, and environmental
contractor.
 When first starting at this company my responsibilities were limited,
but as a learned more about the project and showed my willingness
to grow, I was able to handle more and more responsibilities on the
job site.


By starting at an introduction position, I was able to see how
the company operated from the bottom up. This is very
valuable insight for when I reach a higher position in the
company.



Through dedication to the company paired with my studies in school I
have been given the opportunity to work as a project engineer at the job
site this upcoming summer.



This opportunity will give so much insight and real-world experience
to any future career I hold.

EDUCATION AND SKILLS
JUNE 2018

HIGHSCHOOL DIPLOMA, ILWACO HIGHSCHOOL

I graduated from Ilwaco high school with a 3.6 GPA and was involved in sports year-round as well
as being a member of the National Honors Society and other extracurricular activities.
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JUNE 2022

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES, CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

MY STUDIES FOR BECOMING A MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(MET) MAJOR HAVE TAUGHT ME MANY VALUABLE SKILLS IN THE
ENGINEERING FIELD.


I have taken up Calculus II and a Physics 180 series that has given me
a very solid foundation of the math that is happening in the real
world around us.



I am currently studying Engineering Economic Cost Analysis where I can
further learn to finance projects using math skills.



I have taken a metal machining class where I was able to fabricate parts
with precise measurements in the metal shop. Some of the operations I
became proficient in are:
• Using a grinder
• Operating a metal lathe
• Operating a Milling Machine
• Operating a drill press



I have taken a Lean Manufacturing class which simulates working in a
manufacturing facility. In this class I manufactured guitar bodies to sell to
another party in a simulated modified assembly line in the wood lab.
Some of the operations I became proficient in are:
• Using a table saw
• Using a wide belt sander
• Operating a CNC machine
• Operating a routing machine



I am certified in two computer modeling programs
• AUDOCAD
• SOLIDWORKS

ACTIVITIES

1) I enjoy being outdoors and taking advantage of seasonal hunting and fishing opportunities.
2) I have given back to my community with over 40 hours of community service by volunteering at
charity events as well as volunteering at my local food bank
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